
 Planning Overview: 2017- 18 Spring Term 3 – Year Two Squirrel Class 

 
 

Week 1 
Commencing 8/1/18 

Week 2 
Commencing 15/1/18 

Week 3 
Commencing 22/1/18 

Week 4 
Commencing 29/1/18 

Week 5 
Commencing 5/2/18 

School events    RE Focus Day  

Outdoor 
Learning 

Opportunities 

Linked to Science, English , Maths and Art 

Growth 
Mindset 

Lesson 2 “Oh no! I’ve made a mistake!” 
To identify and describe how we feel when we make a mistake. 
To identify strategies which can help us to learn. 

Lesson 3 “Girls can’t do that!”  Dream big! 
To discuss and debate whether girls should be allowed to be engineers 
To identify how we should respond to a mistake 

SPAG FOCUS 

Phonics:  
Phase 6 Letters 

and Sounds 

Adding ed, er and est  to a word ending in –y with a consonant before it   
Adding –ing to a word ending in –y with a consonant before it 
Adding –ing, -ed, -er, -est and –y to words ending in –e with a consonant before it 
Adding –ing, -ed, -er, -est and –y to words of one syllable ending in a single consonant after a single vowel 
The sound /or/ spelt “a” before l or ll 

Revisit 
   Sound Families for ai, ,ee, igh, oa, oo,    
 

Common 
Exception 

Words 

Door, floor, again, wild, children, climb, parents, most, only, both 
Find, mind, behind, old, cold, gold, hold, told, every, everybody 
Fast, last, father, class, grass, pass, plant, path, bath, people 
NUMBER WORDS TO TWENTY and then A HUNDRED 

Weekly 
Spellings 

Personalised spellings from whole school word bank 

Homework English: Weekly spellings   Topic: Arctic Animal Fact Detective   Art: Colour Walk/Be an Abstract Artist 

Storytelling 
for Schools Mummy, Can I Have a Penguin? 

ENGLISH 
 

Genre/Book Focus: Fiction 
Story writing, Descriptive writing about a setting inspired by “Mummy, 
Can I have a Penguin?” 

Genre/Book Focus: Non-Fiction 
Information report about an Arctic animal, Explanation text linked to 
“Mummy, Can I have a Penguin?” 

Spoken 
Language 

 Listen to, talk about and have an opinion about a wide range of stories 

 Discuss favourite words and phrases 

 Answer and ask questions 

 Improve my writing by saying out loud what I am going to write about 

 Listen to, talk about and have an opinion about a range of non-fiction texts 

 Discuss favourite words and phrases 

 Answer and ask questions 

 Improve my writing by saying out loud what I am going to write about 



 
 

Spelling 

 Segment words by breaking down spoken words into their sounds and write them mostly correctly 

 Spell by learning new ways of spelling phonemes for which one or more spellings are already known, and learn some words with each spelling, including a few 
common homophones 

 Spell common exception words 
 Spell words with contracted forms 
 Spell by learning the possessive apostrophe to show possession 
 Add suffixes to spell longer words 

Handwriting Form lower-case letters of correct size.  Start using some of the diagonal and horizontal strokes needed to join.  Write capital letters and digits of the correct size, orientation 

and relationship to one another and to lower case letters.  Use spacing between words that reflects the size of the letters.   

Composition  Write for different purposes, writing long and short pieces of work 

 Plan writing by writing down my ideas or talking about them 

 Proof read my work and check for spelling, punctuation and grammar errors 

GRAMMAR  
 

 Use –er, -est in adjectives and use –ly to turn adjectives into adverbs e.g. smoother, smoothest, smoothly 

 Use subordination (when, if, that, because) and co-ordination (and, or, but) in my writing 

 Use the correct tense in my writing 

 Use capital letters, full stops, question marks and exclamation marks to show where sentences start and end 

 Use commas when writing a list 

 
 
 

MATHS  Week 1-2 
Focus:  Exploring Money 

Week 3 - 5 
Focus:Calculating: multiplication and division 
 

 
 
 

 Recognise and use the symbols for pounds (£) 
and pence (p) 

 Read and say amounts of money combining 
the coins 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p, 50p, £1 and £2 

 Count, say and record amounts of money 
combining the coins 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p, 50p, 
£1 and £2 

 Find different combinations of coins that equal 

 Recall and use multiplication facts for the 2 times table 

 Recall and use multiplication facts for the 5 times table 

 Recall and use multiplication facts for the 10 times table, linking multiplying by 10 to place value 

 Understand that multiplication is commutative 

 Recall and use division facts for the 2 times table 

 Recall and use division facts for the 5 times table 

 Recall and use division facts for the 10 times table 

 Understand that division is not commutative 



 
 

the same amounts of money 

 Solve practically simple problems involving 
addition of money 

 Solve practically simple problems of money, 
including giving change 

 Create mathematical statements for multiplication  

 Create mathematical statements for division  

 Recognise odd and even numbers 

 Use knowledge of commutativity when multiplying and dividing mentally 

 Understand the connection between multiplication and repeated addition 

 Identify the correct operation(s) required in order to solve a problem 

 Solve missing number problems involving multiplication 

 Solve missing number problems involving division 
Catch Up 
Focus 

Numbers to twenty in 
words 
Count in 2s/5s/10s 

Numbers to twenty in words 
Count in 2s/5s/10s 

Numbers to twenty in words 
Count in 2s/5s/10s 
Time: o’clock & half past 

Numbers to twenty in words 
Time: days of the week/months of the 
year 

Numbers to twenty in words 
Fractions: halves and quarters 

KIRF 
 

Number bonds for each number to 20 
(Recap:   Multiplication and division facts for 10x and 2x table) 

Superhero/ 
Rock Stars 2/5/10 times tables and division facts 

Homework Maths: KIRF (Key Instant Recall Facts)    

Computing 
 

To recognise common uses of information technology beyond school 

 Robots:  An introduction to robots and machines, how they function and how they are used in society 
 How a supermarket works:  How information is used in a supermarket. 

 Mars Rover:  How the Mars Rover uses information technology, remote control and wireless communication. 

 Computers in Agriculture:  How computers are used to help farmers and how machines are used in agricultural processes. 

Global 
Learning 

 
Discussion:  Is it right to bring penguins to Britain? 
 

Scientific 
Enquiry 
The Big 
Question 

How can we make our clothing waterproof for a trip to the Arctic? 

Science Living, Dead and Never Alive 
To explore and compare the 
differences between things 
that are living, dead, and things 
that have never been alive 
by thinking about life processes. 
• I can compare the differences 
between things that 
are living, dead and have never 
been alive. 

Local Habitats 
To identify and name a variety 
of plants and animals in 
their habitats, by mapping a 
habitat and identifying its 
inhabitants. 
• I can map a habitat and identify 
what is in it. 
To identify and classify, and sort 
objects into categories by 

World Habitats 
To identify that most living 
things live in habitats to which 
they are suited and describe how 
different habitats provide 
for the basic needs of different 
kinds of animals and plants, 
by researching habitats and the 
animals that live in them. 
• I can describe a habitat and 

Living, Dead and Never Alive 
To identify that most living 
things live in habitats to which 
they are suited and describe how 
different habitats provide 
for the basic needs of different 
kinds of animals and plants, 
and how they depend on each 
other by considering the 
adaptations of animals, and how 

Food Chains 
Describe how animals obtain their food 
from plants and 
other animals, using the idea of a 
simple food chain, and 
identify and name different sources of 
food by making a 
variety of food chains. 
• I can describe how animals get their 
food. 



 
 

To use their observations and ideas 
to suggest answers to 
questions by explaining how they 
know something is living, 
dead or has never been alive. 
• I can answer questions about 
things that are living, 
dead or have never been alive. 

sorting objects that are living, 
dead and have never been 
alive. 
• I can classify objects as those 
that are living, dead 
and those that have never been 
alive. 

identify animals live in it. 
To ask simple questions and 
recognise that they can be 
answered in different ways by 
asking and answering 
questions about a range of 
different habitats. 
• I can ask and answer questions 
about habitats. 

living things in a habitat 
depend on each other. 
• I can identify how an animal is 
suited to its habitat. 
• I can explain how living things in a 
habitat depend on 
each other. 

Topic Focus: Arctic Adventure 

Geography: 
 

To explore the Arctic Circle. 
Children will look at Arctic Circle 
maps to learn about what it is and 
where it is. They will explore the 
seven countries that make up the 
Arctic Circle.  They will look at and 
describe images of towns found in 
the Arctic Circle. 

To explore the climate in 
the Arctic. 
Children will learn new weather 
vocabulary and will use it to 
describe weather patterns. They 
will learn about winter and 
summer in the Arctic and what 
the weather is like in each of 
these seasons. 

To explore the Arctic’s 
physical features. 
Children will use their senses to 
describe the landscapes in the 
Arctic. They will learn some new 
vocabulary associated with 
physical features found in the 
Arctic, including mountains, hills, 
icebergs, rivers and lakes. 

To explore the animals living 
in the Arctic. 
Children will look at animals in the 
Arctic and how they survive the 
cold, harsh winters. They will use 
maps to locate and record animal 
distribution in the Arctic. 

To explore cities and towns in 
the Arctic Circle. 
Children will look closely at some Arctic 
cities and describe the physical features 
within the cities.  They will use a map to 
locate these cities in the Arctic and 
describe the country they are in. 
 

To compare an Arctic town to 
a city in the United Kingdom. 
Children will look closely at Sisimuit in 
Greenland and compare it to London in 
the United Kingdom.  Children will use 
language to compare the physical 
features, human features and weather 
patterns in each place.   

Art & Design/ 
Technology 

Colour Chaos! 
Piet Mondrian – I can make a collage from primary colours 
Mark Rothko – I can create a colour field using colours I have mixed 
Paul Klee – I can create a painting using tints I have mixed 
Robert Delaunay – I can create a painting using warm and cool colours 
I can talk about the artists Mondrian, Rothko, Klee and Delaunay and tell you what I like/dislike about some of their work and how it makes me feel. 

Music: 1. I love red!   Focus: long and short notes, “jumpy” rhythms, fast and slow 
Listening music ‘Cinderella’s Waltz’ from Cinderella Suite by Sergey Prokofiev (1946) 

2. Wolfie Blues   Focus: Rests, the main beat – or “pulse” in music 
Listening music ‘Overture’ from The Marriage of Figaro by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1786) 

3. Let’s Make a Cake for Grandma  Focus: how music changes (though the words of the song can be the same) – lower and higher notes, fast and slow rythms, repetition 
of notes 
Listening music Symphony No. 5 - 2nd movement By Ludwig van Beethoven (1804-1808) 

4. Stay on the path    Focus: fast, bouncy rhythms, slower, smooth rhythms, short, quick notes, longer notes and phrases, loud and soft 
Listening music 'The Wolf's Theme' - from Peter and the Wolf By Sergey Prokofiev (1936) 

5. Wolfie went a-walking     Focus: fast and slow 



 
 

 

Listening music The Four Seasons - 1st movement: ‘Spring’ By Antonio Vivaldi (1725) 
6. What big eyes you’ve got!   Focus: notes jumping from low to high, music conveying mood and emotion, music going down and up, step by step 

Listening music ‘The Arrival of the Queen of Sheba’ from the oratorio Solomon By George Freiderich Handel (1748) 

 

PHSE –  
Jigsaw 
Dreams & 
Goals 

Goals to Success 
I can stay motivated when 
doing something challenging. 

My Learning Strengths 
I keep trying even when it is 
difficult. 

Learning with Others 
I work well with a partner or in 
a group.  I help others to 
achieve their goals 

A Group Challenge 
I have a positive attitude. 

Celebrating our Achievement 
We are working hard to achieve our 
own dreams and goals. 

Discovery RE:   
 

Theme: Passover   Religion: Judaism 
Key Question:  How important is it for Jewish people to do what God asks them to do? 
Learning Objectives:  We are learning to understand how celebrating Passover helps Jews show God they value their special relationship with Him. 

PE: 
 
TT statement: 
Structure sequences 
of actions and skills 
in different orders 
to improve 
performance, speed, 
direction, level. 

Gymnastics 
Ship Shape:  Stretched 
and tucked shapes 
Ball Skills & Team 
Games 
I can...catch a ball 
I can...throw a ball in 
different ways 
I can...balance well 

Gymnastics 
Shape Up: Straddle 
and piked shapes 
Ball Skills & Team 
Games 
I can...work as part as a 
team 
I can...attack and 
defend in a game 

Gymnastics 
Time to Travel: Using hands, feet and 
alternate feet 
Ball Skills & Team Games 
I can...throw a ball in different ways  
I can...hit a ball with a racket 
I can...throw accurately hitting a target 

Gymnastics 
Jumping Jacks: landings, 
jumps, leaps and turns 
Ball Skills & Team Games 
I can...keep the ball up in the air 
I can...work as part of a team 

Gymnastics 
Steady as a Rock: standing, 
kneeling and large body part 
balances 
Ball Skills & Team Games 
I can...dribble a ball with my foot with 
control 
I can...hold a hockey stick and control 
a ball 


